
THERE ARE MANY BENEFITS TO DOING PERIODIC ASSESSMENTS BEYOND SIMPLY COMPLYING WITH 

GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS. BY PERFORMING REGULAR SECURITY HEALTH CHECKS WITH OUR NETWORK 

ASSESSMENT AND SECURITY SOFTWARE, WE CAN HELP YOU:

• Document and inventory (if not already completed) your network, protect your assets, and guard against 
downtime — Deploying a network without a well-documented infrastructure and a breakdown of key personnel, their 
workflow, and their permissions will end up costing the client a lot more in fixes and/or complete IT overhauls.  

• Find out whether your security has already been compromised  — You might not know unless you look.

• Stay on top of the latest security threats — With new attacks coming on the scene every day, you could become vulnerable 
even if nothing has changed since your last assessment!

• Make sure that your staff is being vigilant by maintaining a focus on IT security — No need look to look any further than 
Sony or Target as companies asleep at the wheel.

• Demonstrate to your customers that security is important to you — This shows your customers that you care about 
them and their data.

Every time we deliver these reports to you, we will help uncover and prioritize these smart security investments that focus on 
high-importance and high-payoff items.

WHAT’S THE GIST ON GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS? An increasing number of organizations are bound by governmental 
regulations that dictate what security measures they should have in place and how they should be audited. HIPAA, MIPS, PCI, 
FISMA, Sarbanes-Oxley, and Gramm-Leach-Bliley all dictate how to secure different types of data and the systems that manage it. 

For instance, many practices stumble on the following MIPS related question:

 “HAVE YOU PERFORMED A SECURITY RISK ASSESSMENT AND ARE YOU COMPLIANT WITH CURRENT SECURITY MEASURES?” 

Answering “yes” but not following through with our assessment is a huge liability for the practice.

Network and Security 
Peace of Mind

WHAT’S IN THE ASSESSMENTS?
Your IT Security Assessment will consist of the following elements:

Security Risk Report. This executive-level report includes a
proprietary Security Risk Score along with summary charts, graphs,
and an explanation of the risks found in the security scans. 
*** This is a complimentary service.

Security Policy Assessment Report. A detailed review of the security 
policies that are in place on both a domain wide and local machine basis.

Share Permission Report by Computer. Comprehensive lists of all 
network “shares” by computer, detailing which users and groups have 
access to which devices and files, and what level of access they have.
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Share Permission Report by User. Organizes permissions by user, showing all shared computers and files to which they have access to.

Outbound Security Report. Highlights deviation from industry standards compared to outbound port and protocol accessibility, lists 
available wireless networks as part of a wireless security survey, and provides information on Internet content accessibility.

External Vulnerabilities Full Detail Report. A comprehensive output including security holes, warnings, and informational items that 
can help you make better network security decisions, plus a full NMap Scan which checks all 65,535 ports and reports which are open. 
This is an essential item for many standard security compliance reports.

NETWORK ASSESSMENTS

Client Risk Report. The report presents a summary of your overall risk score based 
on your scan, along with simple charts to show the problem areas. This “discussion 
document” aids in the conversation about the specific risk areas found, what they 
mean, and how we can help. *** This is a complimentary service.

Network Management Plan. This report will help prioritize issues based on the issue’s 
risk score. A listing of all affected computers, users, or sub-systems are provided along 
with recommended actions.

Full Detail Report. Our scan will pull out literally hundreds of pages of end-user 
network activity and configuration data. The Full Network Assessment Report 
includes every detail, presented in line-item fashion in an editable report document. 
The report is organized by section with a table of contents to help you locate the 
specific findings of interest, and problem areas are conveniently highlighted in red, 
making it easy to spot individual problems to be rectified.

Network Assessment PowerPoint. Use our generated PowerPoint presentation as a 
basis for conducting a meeting presenting your findings from the Network Detective. 
General summary information along with the risk and issue score are presented along 
with specific issue recommendations and next steps.

Site Diagram. The schematic shows the basic network structure, with convenient drill downs into each group of like workstations. 
Each device is annotated with important identifying configuration information and is color-coded based on its status.

Asset Detail Report. For each network scan, this report provides detailed information on each of the individual assets 
discovered by Network Detective. The report is ideal for cataloging and documenting the complete settings, software licensing, 
and configurations for individual workstations and servers. 

Full Detail Change Report. Everyone knows that a computer network is a dynamic environment and as such is constantly changing. 
And a Network Assessment is only a snapshot of the network status at the time the assessment is run. That’s why we include a valuable 
Network Assessment Comparison Report. Every time you run an assessment, the software generates a unique encrypted data file 
containing all the findings. Our software allows you to generate a report that compares the results of any two network scans, and 
highlights everything that has changed.

Excel Analysis Export/Report. We also give you the ability to output all of the assets and configurations uncovered by our scan, and 
export it into an Excel file format. Once in Excel, you’ll be able to take the data and import it into your network information sheet, 
favorite Service Desk or PSA system, or simply create your own custom sorts, analyses, reports and graphs inside of Excel. Add columns 
of new data such as location info, emergency phone numbers, and customer instructions to make this report even more valuable.

Quarterly Business Review Report. This report compares one time period to a previous one forming the basis for a Quarterly 
Business Review meeting. It centers on changes rather than detailed data and shows overall trending. This report to encourages 
“face-to-face” meetings and improves client/IT engagement.


